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SPECIFICATIONS: 
Parameter 
Capsule Type: ……………  EC3 Electret Condenser 
Capsule Diameter: ………………….….  3mm (1/8”) 
Capsule Housing: …..………  3/6” diameter x 3/8” 
Polar Pattern: …………….……….  Omni-directional 
Frequency Response: ……...  50Hz-15kHz +/-3dB 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Sensitivity: ………………………………..  40mV/Pascal 
Maximum SPL: …………………………….  >125dB SPL 
Equivalent Noise: ……………………………….  46dBA 
Dynamic Range: …………………………………..  92dB 
 

FEATURES: 
 

The BLF4 is a great addition to any well-stocked pro audio toolkit 
- it captures high quality audio with extremely low handling noise. 
 
Whether you need a tie-clip lavalier for an interview, a hidden 
hair mic for drama, a water-resistant mic for reality TV, sports, or 
hurricane reporting, or simply a small mic to hide in a prop flower 
vase, the Bodymics Broadway BLF4 Lavalier will be there for 
you. 
 
We built  the BLF4 to stand up to most uses. You’d never expect 
a mic this versatile and sound quality to be eminently affordable 
 
Looks great when you want to see it, virtually disappears when 
you don’t. The BLF4 is easily hidden on the body or on set. We 
have it in two colors to help match clothing, hair, and skin tones. 
Use a felt tip marker to color the cream version for near-perfect 
concealability. Never suffer the hassle and degraded sound 
quality of under-clothes miking again. 
 
 

FLAT RATE SERVICE: 
 

We will repair your BLF4 for a flat rate for any reason, failure 
out of warranty, broken, damaged.   
See www.bodymics.com.flatrateService.html for more details. 
 
 

WARRANTY – 12 MONTHS: 
 

Covers all manufacturing faults, plus internal electrical failures. 
Excludes damage of stretching ad other physical damage . 
Repair or replacement is at our sole discretion. 
 

MODELS: 
 

Standard: - to suit – AKG, pre-2019 
Audio-Technica, Creative Audio,  Electro-
Voice, Sennheiser, Shure 
Custom: to suit Audix, CAD, Galaxy,  
Line6, Lectrosonic TA5F, MiPro,  Sony 
TRS, Sennheiser Lemo,  
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